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A characterization, is given for the m ost general equilibrium configuration of a sym m etric pen d en t liquid drop. I t is shown th a t for any vertex height u0 the vertical section can be continued globally as an analytic curve, w ith o u t lim it sets or double points. For sm all |w0| it is proved the section projects simply on the axis = 0; for large |«0| the section is shown to have n ear the vertex the general form o f a succession of circular arcs join ed near the axis by small arcs o f large curvature. T h e section contracts a t first tow ard a certain hyperbola, t h e e circular arcs ' gradually changing shape b u t rem aining, until a certain fixed height (asym ptotically as -oo), w ithin a narrow b an d surrounding the hyperbola. T h e continuation of the section eventually projects simply on = 0, separates from th e hyperbola, and continues in an oscillatory m an n er to infinity. T he properties described above are studied quantitatively.
I t is conjectured th a t as |m0| -> oo the section converges uniform ly (as a point set) to a solution U (r) w ith simple projection (for all r > 0 ) on = 0 and an isolated singularity a t r = 0. A prelim inary (weak) form of the conjecture is proved.
T h e (liquid drop) solutions are also studied from the p oint of view of their global em bedding in the m anifold of all form al solutions of the equations. From this point of view, the vertex o f the drop appears as a transition point m arking a change in qualitative appearance. I t is conjectured th a t the only global solution w ithout double points, in this extended sense, is the singular solution referred to above.
P. GONGUS AND R. FINN I ntroduction
The form of the outer surface of a pendent liquid drop is determined by the condition that the mean curvature of the surface be proportional to the distance below a horizontal reference plane. For points on the surface at which the height can be described by a function z = u(x) we obtain an equation ( V» 1 , , , d'i f l + N f f r K( ) where u is measured positively upward from the plane; k and A are constants. We consider in this paper the case of physical interest x = (xlt x2), although the methods will extend without essen tial change to any number of variables. For background information on the derivation of (1) see, for example, Minkowski (1907) , Bakker (1928) , Finn (1974) . In (1) ki s a physical constant, k < 0 when the liquid lies above the surfa parameter, to be determined by the constraints. (For example, one might constrain the drop to have a prescribed volume.) In a specific problem the determination of A may lead to technical difficulties. Formally, however, A can be transformed out of (1) by adding a constant to In the present paper, we shall characterize all symmetric solutions for the case A = 0. A solution corres ponding to a given A can then be found in this family by transforming back.
We restrict attention throughout this paper to rotationally symmetric configurations, such as would occur for a drop suspended from a circular aperture. Introducing the (inessential and convenient) normalization k = -1 we obtain, in terms of polar radius r, the e for a symmetric two dimensional surface u(r). The subscript denotes differentiation with respect to r. Not all surfaces that appear physically have a simple projection on a base plane, hence for a complete description the form (2) is overly restrictive. We obtain a more suitable (parametric) form of the problem if we introduce the arc length s along a vertical section of the interfacial surface, measured from the vertex (0, u0) . We are led to the system di/r/ds = -u -(sin ) /r,\ du/ds = sini/r, >
dr/d.y = cos^, J
where is the angle between a tangent to the section and the r axis, measured counterclockwise from the positively directed axis to the tangent line. From the point of view of general theory, one would expect a solution of (3) to be determined, at least locally, by the initial data r(0) = 0; ^( 0) = 0; k(0) = uQ ;
however, the system (3) is singular at s -0, and because of this the superfluous (cf. the discussion in Goncus & Finn 1975 £) .
The question of local existence in a neighbourhood of a singular point has been studied by Lohnstein (1891) , who established the convergence of a formal power series expansion. We have been unable to locate Lohnstein's paper and have had to infer its contents from the general reports 309 (Minkowski 1907; Bakker 1928) . Presumably the Picard method, as adapted by Johnson & Perko (1968) for the capillarity problem with k > 0 , could be made studied here. For the convenience of the reader, we present in the appendix another proofbased on the Schauder fixed point theorem -which seems to us conceptually more accessible.
One obtains locally near r = 0, by these methods, a non-parametric solution uir) of the tion (2), which we may write in the form (rsini/r)r -: (5) corresponding to the (single) initial condition w(0) rn u0.
This solution defines the meridional curve of a capillary rotation surface, with (regular) vertex on the axis r = 0. The circumstance that only one initial datum is required yields an important simplification for the problem of characterizing all solutions. It suffices to describe the one-parameter family determined by u0, and it is this approach we adopt in the present work. In general, the solution u(r;u0) determined in this way cannot be continued indefini solution of (5). We shall show however that for any u0, the function u(r; u0) metric solution of (3) for all s, yielding a curve without limit sets or double points. The resulting capillary rotation surface does not again contact the axis r = 0, and in fact spreads out indefinitely a We shall characterize quantitatively the asymptotic form of the surface in the case of large |w0|, and we shall characterize qualitatively the global structure of all such surfaces.
The global behaviour changes qualitatively when |m0| increases beyond a critical value. If |M 0j is large, there is an initial range for s in which the surface looks like a succession of spheres centered on the u axis with radius « (2/|w|). In all cases, however, the section can be expressed for large s in the form u(r) and has an oscillatory behaviour as 00. If Uq = 0 the unique solution of (2) is given by 0. We assume throughout this paper that u0 < 0; the remaining case is obtained by a simple change of sign. I We are interested particularly in what happens when u0 is large negative. The resulting surfaces are then physically unstable under most conditions of everyday experience; however, the problem has an independent mathematical interest (one specific feature of which we indicate below) and probably also a physical interest for situations in which gravity forces are small compared with those of surface tension.
We have proved (in Goncus & Finn 1975 a) the existence of a particular singular solution of (2) that can be expressed in the form U(r) in 0 < r < 8, and such that U(r) ~ -r earlier paper (Goncus & Finn 1974) we have presented numerical evidence suggesting that the symmetric solutions discussed above tend uniformly (as point sets) to U{r) as | | 00. A particular consequence of the analysis in the present paper will be a proof of a preliminary form of that conjecture, namely we shall show in §VI and § V II that the solutions converge asymptotically into a neighbourhood of U(r), the size of which can be estimated a priori and is small relative to other (local) distances. The considerations in these sections are rather technical, and the reader who wishes only a general idea of the method and of its possibilities may find them in the earlier sections of the paper.
f The remaining case can be realized physically, e.g. as the lower surface of a column of water in a glass capillary tube. THE SHAPE OF A PENDENT LIQ U ID DROP 28-2 310 P. CONGUS AND R. FINN In § V III we point out a compactness property, again suggestive for our conjecture. In § IX the structure of solutions is examined from another point of view and some numerical results are presented, suggesting the types of possible global behaviour. These results lead in turn to another conjecture, namely that the singular solution U) is the onl sense) that is free of double points.
We remark that we know of few other studies of the problem from a general theoretical point of view, f To our knowledge the first attem pt to characterize the shape of a liquid drop appears in a paper by Bashforth & Adams (1883) , in which a numerical procedure is developed and applied to configurations in which a vertical point may appear. Thomson (1886) used a geometrical method and was able to obtain a figure corresponding, in our notation, to 7. Computa tional studies were greatly facilitated by development of high speed computers and related techniques, and many more particular cases have now been calculated (see, for example, H ida & M iura 1970; Padday 1971; Concus & Finn 1974; H artland & Hartley 1976 , where also further references can be found). Such calculations are suggestive and instructive, but they cannot provide the unifying insight of a general formal description. The present work is intended as an initial step toward that objective.
In this work we study the formal solutions of the static equilibrium equations. We do not here treat the related question of stability; with regard to that matter, the reader may wish to consult the recent papers of Pitts (1973 Pitts ( , 1974 Pitts ( ), H ida & M iura (1970 , and also a new contribution by Wente (1978) .
The central difficulty in the general study of the solutions of (2) lies in the failure of the maxi mum principle. We replace this principle here by a geometrical one, the conceptual content of which is that if surfaces Sx and S2 contact at/>, and if their mean curvature vectors (o1 and co2 p satisfy ^ -0 ) % = c m d1 } a > 0, then Sj lies locally on the side of S2 into which coj is directed. analytical formulation H i of this principle in the situation encountered here yields a global result and encompasses also the case a = 0. These circumstances, in conjunction with formal manipulation of the equation, provide the central tools in our investigation. We proceed in a succession of steps, most of which are elementary and immediate; when taken together, however, they yield the requisite characterization.
We remark that the comparison technique just mentioned has proved effective also in other (related) contexts, and has led in particular to new information on the behaviour of solutions of (2) near isolated singular points (see, for example, Finn 1976).
I. T h e c a se of s m a l l |m0|
We shall prove: We study first the portion of the trajectory preceding the first zero, and we note that (2) is equivalent to (5) on any interval on which \ur\ oo.
Proof Integrating (5) from e > 0 to r, we find rsin^--esin^(e) = -J pu(p)dp;
hence, using (6), we obtain
from which we conclude lim«r(r) = 0. Hence there exists
The proof is contained in (7). It follows in particular that u(r)->uB ^ 0 as r->R,that sin iJrR = lim sin ^ r~yR 1 CR 0 < Sin ^22 = -^1 dp ^ 1.
We conclude also that if the solution curve does not cross the hyperbola ru = -1, then sin ^ < 1. The following assertion covers as well the case of solution curves crossing that hyperbola.
I iii. Under the hypotheses of I ii, i f in addition
Proof Consider the relation Kt + Km = r~1sini/r + = -the left side of which splits the mean curvature of the rotation surface defined by u{r) into a sum of latitudinal (/q) and meridional (Acm) sectional curvatures. We note by Iii that ) is increasing in 0 < r < R ;thus "r r_1sin^ = -r-2
Jo in that interval. Integrating (8) with respect to u and noting that (sin^)r = -(cos yields,
which contains the assertion. We infer now from the general existence theorem, applied at that the solution curve either can be continued upward until it crosses the r axis, or else it tends asymptotically to this axis with increasing r.We may however exclude the la Iiv. Ifu{r) < 0 in a ^ r < R < oo, then R < aex THE SHAPE OF A PENDENT LIQ U ID DROP ■ j * A stronger result of this type is given in Goncus & Finn (1975 b To study the further trajectory, we observe that the curve can be continued at least locally across the axis as a solution of (5), and we compare its inclination at a given height h with the inclination of the initial branch at an equal negative height. I vii. The curve can be continued to a maximum height hx < \u0\ at a point r -mx > at which point sin ^{m^) = 0.
We now proceed as above, comparing inclinations at corresponding heights until the curve crosses the r axis a second time, then comparing inclinations as in I v, and so on. We obtain the qualitative picture indicated in theorem 1, of a curve oscillating about the r axis with successively decreasing extrema (see figure 1) . We note also the additional information, yielded by the method: To prove the final statement of theorem 1, we note by (7), Iii and I viii that \ur(r,uQ ) The proof could proceed by a direct study of the equation, as in § 1. We obtain more precise results and also develop techniques that will be needed later if we proceed instead via an obvious comparison principle.
I li . Letv^(r), t/2)(r) be functions defined in a < s in^(1)(a) ^ s in^(2)(fl). Then sin ijr^^b) ^ s in^(2)(£), and equality holds i f and only i f v(1) = v(2) + const.
on a 4, r b.
The interest in II i lies in the fact that r_1(rsin W)r is exactly twice the mean curvature of the rotation surface defined by u(r), and this circumstance facilitates the choice of compariso faces. In the present case we choose as initial comparison surface the sphere of constant mean curvature -\u Q ) with centre at the point (r, u) = (0, 2/w0). Thus, if v(r) describes a vertical section of the sphere, there holds w(0) = y(0), ) < v(r) in the interval 0 < ^ -(see figure 2 ). Using Iii, we find:
Ilii. The solution u{r) of (5, 6) can be continued at least until r = -2/ m 0, and sin fi(r) < -\u Q r.
We also need:
o f (5) admits no inflexions in the region ru < 1.
Proof From (8) follows ra + sin^-= 0 at any inflexion. Thus, ifi must continue to increase until either a vertical point is reached or the curve meets again the hyperbola ru = -1. Integration of (8) with respect to u and use of I lii yields
From this we conclude that a vertical slope appears at a value
which completes the proof of theorem 2. We may use a similar procedure to estimate the value rx. We note that if w(r) describes a vertical section of the sphere of constant mean curvature
with centre at (0,u0 + fi), then there holds m(0) = 0), and by I i i ) > wr(r) on any interval 0 < r ^ R along which f l u^ -2. This condition is however satisfied at = by (10), hence on the entire arc u0 < û ux.We conclude u [ r ) > We note that at r = /?, where wr(r) = oo, the circle ) intersects the hyperbola ru = -2. From II iii we conclude the initial solution curve is convex in the region -1. This property
•j * This improves the result announced in Goncus & Finn (1974) .
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P. GONGUS AND R. FINN holds in fact for the entire arc; on the segment of joining the initial point to the point (rc, Me) on the hyperbola ru = -1 we obtain from (7, 8 ,1 ii), using the comparison circle ),
The last relation holds whenever u0 ^ which is the condition that v(r) and the hyperbola ru = -1, u < 0 intersect. We conclude also from I ii and the relation 1 Cr sin ^ = -\r u + -I p2 wr (p) dp, that ru > -2 on the arc considered. It turns out the sectional curvatures Kt and Km are both monotone
We have
by (8, 12). Also, we have from (7), (8) and Iii, c[ dr
by the convexity of u. the initial point (0, uQ ) there holds k: = Km --|w0. From (8 ,1 2 ,1 ii) follows for r > 0 on
the initial arc From (7, 8) we have also
The inequality (15) implies < -| m 0, which is the meridional curvature of the comparison surface v(r). Comparing the surface u(r) with v{r) at corresponding values of u and applying II ii now yields . " > . Mj > v( -2 /r0) = -2 / (17) (see figure 2) .
We summarize the above results:
T heorem 3. Under the condition of theorem 2, the initial arc of the solution curve, from (r0, u0) to (rl5 %), convex, with sectional curvatures /cm, kx decreasing and satisfying in r0 < r < rv figure 2 ).
Further remark. The hypothesis u0 -2^/2 of theorem 2 could be sharpened by usin parison surfaces v{r) and w ( r) in (7) and iterating. A direct numerical integration of (7) yiel (Goncus 1968) uQ « -2.5678 as the value for which a vertical first appears. We find immediately: Ifw0 < -5, the upper bounds in (18) can be expressed more simply, yielding
These bounds could also be improved by iteration, starting with the comparison surfaces v(r) and w(r). We note for reference that the asymptotic series obtained in Concus (1968) by formal perturbation expansion yields, for the normalization used here, as uQ-> -00.
III. V e r y l a r g e |m0|
If uQ -2 f 2 then u(r) cannot be continued beyond rx as a solution of (2). The curve can, however, be continued as a solution of the parametric system (3) as long as r remains different from zero. We study now the behaviour of this family of solutions in terms of the parameter u0, asymptotically as -00. We present here and in §IV the first steps in our study of the be haviour of this family of solutions in terms of the parameter u0, as -> -co. The further continua tion of the solution is discussed in § § V I and V II.
P. CONCUS AND R. FINN
We base the discussion principally on I l i ; to do so, we introduce as comparison functions the sections of rotation surfaces generated by the roulades of an ellipse. The following result is due to Delaunay (1841) :
Let an ellipse of major axis 2a and distance 2c between focal , roll rigidly on an axis without slipping. Let be the curve swept out by one of the focal points. Then the surface generated by rotating about the axis has constant mean curvature H = (2 a)-1. We note that is periodic with half-period r satisfying 2 , and that each half-period can be represented in the interval a -c < r ^ a + r b y a single valued fun
holds, and for which s in^ = 1 at the two end points (see figure 4) . We proceed step by step:
The procedure of § II shows that an infinite slope first appears at with bounds on (ri> M i) given by (18). The system (3) is non-singular at (rx, %), hence the curve can be continued beyond this point as a solution of (3, 4). From (16) we find at so the curve turns back towards the u axis, and can be described again (locally) as a solution of (5). We compare it with a roulade va\r ) whose mean curvature is -and for which = (see figure 5 ). Since t^( ri) = -00, H i yields ur < hence u{r) > y(1)(r) as long as the con tinuation of both u and y(1) as single valued functions is possible.
The curve t>(1)(r) can be continued toward the u axis only until the point (a1 -ux + rj), with ax -cx = -2/u x -rx > 0; at this point the slope is again infinite. It follows there is a value r2 > -2/u xrx beyond which this branch of the solution curve cannot be continued as a single valued function.
From the geometrical interpretation of tx as the half-circum axis 2a1 = -2ju x and focal length cxrx -ax, one finds that for la A formal estimate shows such a roulade exists if u 2rci. The conditions (23) are chosen so that the roulade can be placed with its lower vertical point at (rl5 ux) (see figure 5), and so that in that configuration its mean curvature will be exactly the one determined from the right side of (5) by the upper vertical. Applying H i we obtain ur > ^( r ) , u{r) < 0(1)(r) for all r < rx for which u ( r) < since 0(1)(r) < ux + f x, we conclude it holds on the entire interval dx -cx < r < rx, thus on this interval, and hence the solution can be continued to the left of rx, at least until the value
Let us estimate r2 from above. To do so, we compare u{r) with a roulade 0x(r), which is deter mined by the conditions «i = -l / ( « i + fi), 0
For large |m0| we find fi = -2«Y1 + ^1|M 1|-3ln|M1|, with Sl = -^+ 0 (hTR)-Thus r2 < -2 1 -a 2 -rl5 with a 2 = 4 + 0(tt72ln|tt1|).
We now proceed, essentially, as in the proof of theorem 2. We note that sin fr > sin fr® = -thus from (24-28) we find for r < /?2 that r_1 sin fr > --^M l3 + 0 (« i5ln | |).
We integrate (8) in uf rom w(/?2) ; using the fact that cos < 0 until a vertical is reached, and that
we are led to a contradiction unless the curve becomes vertical before u has increased by a value -16«p3. That is, a vertical must appear at a value
The solution curve then turns back from the axis at (r2, ) and initiates a further branch. We have shown for sufficiently large |w0|.
T heorem 4. From (rl3 wj the solution curve continues backwards towards the u axis until a second vertical is reached, at a point
In the interval rz < r < rx there holds ur < p\P} u > w (1); in the interval < r < rx u < We note in particular that the horizontal distance of the second vertical from the axis exceeds that of the first vertical from the hyperbola ru = -2. I l l i . There is exactly one inflexion between (r1} uf) and (r2, u2) . Proof. Clearly, at least one inflexion appears. Using (8), we find (ra + sin^)r = (r/cosfr-ijr)sini/r < 0 on the arc. Hence there is at most one inflexion.
We indicate briefly one further step in the procedure. We construct a roulade d2\r ) passing through (r2, uf),with major axis 2 az = -2 /u z,and a second roulade 0(2)(r) w logous to that introduced for 0(1)(r). Then there holds $ 2) < v( f \ #(2) < < v(2) in the intervals for which the comparison makes sense, and (as before) still another point (rs, uf) is found such that sin^r(r3) = 1. The procedure can be continued as long as the values of |«(r)| remain sufficiently large to justify the indicated steps. A detailed description is given in § § VI and VII.
We find easily: The following result holds for any u0 < 0.
T heorem 5. In the initial region u < 0, the entire curve is bounded {strictly) b hyperbola ru = -2 (see figure 6 ). In this region, the cu r = r(u), with \dr(u)/du\ < oo.
Proof We note from (8) that at any vertical point not preceded by a horizontal point distinct from (0, «0) there holds ^ ^ = ^ + â nd thus each such point continues to an outgoing arc or returning arc according as > -1 or ru < -1. We integrate (5) on an outgoing arc starting from (rat u f , cc even (r0 = 0), to obtain fir rsin -ra -) dp, J ra and thus ur{r) > 0 on any such arc along which 0. We find r s in^ -ra = l^r l -u r * ) + ^J ) dp > -^r x -^r{u r), from which ur > r j r -2 sin -2. O n an arc returning from (r^, uf) we obtain from (5) 1 fifi r -r sin if = +-J dp, and since u^r^ > -2,sin^ > -\ur -\r 1J p2ur{p) dp, from which we conclude easily ur{p) < 0 in the region 0. The r > 0 along such an arc, THE SHAPE OF A PENDENT LIQ U ID DROP 319
IV. G l o b a l b e h a v io u r
The discussion thus far shows that the solution curve can be continued upward without self intersections until it crosses the r axis. For by I iii an outward branch must either achieve or cross that axis, and the comparison method of § II yields readily that a returning branch has the same property. There are no horizontal points, by theorem 5.
We show here that a returning branch cannot cross the r axis. Precisely: IV i. Let r = ax be the first point at which the solution curve meets the r axis. Then 0 < ur{ax) < oo. Suppose < 0, or equivalently, cos < 0. The curve could then be continued backward into the negative w-plane until a first vertical (ra, ua) (see figure 7) , at which, by theorem 5, ra M a > -2 .
We integrate (8) To evaluate the left side of (32) we integrate (5) in r between r and ra: rra rx -r s in^ = -I pu(p < f(r2-r | )
< Jr%a + ra, by (31). Thus r-1sina > -
on the entire arc. Placing (33) into (32) yields cos^q > 0, contradicting the assumption. Now observe from (8) that at the crossing point ax, the meridional curvature is negative; thus, if cos fjr1 = 0 there would again be a backward branch from ax into the negative M-plane, and we obtain a contradiction as above.
From IV i one sees immediately that the proof of theorem 1 applies without change to the region r ^ ax, in the sense that the solution curve continues from the point (ax, 0) as indicated in figure 1. We show now the curve does not intersect the initial branch in the region 0.
IV ii. Let ua, Up be two successive points on the solution curve such that rx = r^, with an intervening vertical at ( ry,uy ) . I f ry < ra, then s i n^ < sin ^a; i f ry > ra, then sin pp > sin 320 P. GONGUS AND R. FINN Proof. Suppose ry < ra. From (5) we find r^s i n^ -ry ra s i n f a -r -Pu{p dP, J Ty rr< x, -pu{p) dp, J rv rra c and thus since ra = r ra( s i n^ -s i n^J = ) dp < 0; J Vy u~ and u+ denote values of u on the lower and upper branches. The case ry > ra follows similarly. From IV ii it follows that a < b in figure 8 , and thus, hx < b. But hj < hx> a hence hj < b , a llj > 1, and thus intersections are excluded. Combining these results with theorems 1 and 5 we obtain:
T heorem 6. The solution o f the parametric system (3, 4) defined by the data uQ can be continued indefinitely without limit sets or double points. It has the form indicated in figures 1, 6, 9, 10 and 11.
V. M a x im u m d ia m e t e r
We define the diameter of a (symmetric) liquid drop as the largest diameter of all circular sec tions u = Uj, at which the bounding surface is vertical.
From theorems 1, 5 and 6 we see that each drop has a well defined diameter. It is less obvious that there is a universal upper bound for the diameters of all possible drops, independent of u0. 
Then 28 exceeds the diameter of any solution o f (3, 4).
We base the proof on a lemma, which also has an independent interest. V i. Let u(r) represent a solution curve passing through {a, ua) with -1 < aua < 0, and such that
Suppose u(r) < 0 in â r < R.Then s in^ > 0 on this arc segment. I f the curve meets the ru = -1 in a point (c, uc) with a < c < R, then c < Si, and sin ipc > Proof We integrate (5) between a and r, obtaining r s i n f -a s m f " = i(a% a -r% j£ g + 1J V b,Go) d^,
from which, i f a = a, r s i n f £ -\r*u(r) + 1 dp.
For r sufficiently near a, there holds sin f > 0. Thus, if sin ip were to vanish at any points interior to a < r < R, there would be a minimum r = imply 1 rrv 0 = ry sm ipy > -I p \ ( p ) dp > 0, a contradiction. Thus, sin ip > 0 on a^ r = cin (37) yields sm
Finally, we note that at r = c the inclination of the solution curve cannot exceed that of the hyper bola. Thus, sin ipc < (1 +c4)-i, and r4 < 3 follows from (38).
We proceed to prove theorem 7. For any given m 0, the maximum width is attained at a point (r2?-+i> u2j+x) with -I ^ r2j+iu2j+i > -2, j ^ 0 (see § I I I ) . At the preceding point ( , m) there holds either r2j = 0 (if7 = 0), or else sin ip2j = 1. In either event, (35) holds wi -1 < r2j u2j < 0, and thus the curve crosses the hyperbola ru = -1 at a point (c, < r2j+1. Setting a = c, r =* r2j+1 in (36) and applying V i yields, by use of II iii, rh+i ~ ^h j+ i 3* < 0.
The (single) positive solution of (34) exceeds any solution of (39). Sincejis arbitrary, we conclude 28 exceeds the diameter of any drop.
VI. G e n e r ic e s t im a t e s fo r l a r g e \u\
The solutions discussed in this paper are apparently related to a singular solution U(r) of (2), whose existence we have already proved (Concus & Finn 1975 a) . The function U{r) is defined in a deleted neighbourhood of r = 0, and there holds asymptotically U[r) -r -1, as r->0. We conjectured that in any interval 0 < a^ r^ representation u(r; u0) and converge uniformly to U(r), as 00. Figures 9-11 show the results of calculations supporting the conjecture.
In this section and in the following one we develop asymptotic properties of the solutions, which again support the conjecture, although they do not yet settle it completely. The properties are described in general terms below and in detail in theorems 8 and 9, and seem of independent interest.
The crucial new step in the present discussion consists in a more precise use of the Delaunay comparison surfaces as a device to control the behaviour of the solutions of (rsmip)r = -ru.
In § III we used bounds on these surfaces for estimation of integrals of the right side of (5); we now propose to introduce the Delaunay profiles themselves into these integrals. It turns out the THE SHAPE OF A PENDENT LIQ U ID DROP P. CONGUS AND R. FIN N results can be expressed succinctly in terms of elliptic integrals, leading to an improvement in an order of magnitude of the estimates of § III. We are led after some manipulation to the under lying recurrence relations (107), (136) and (137) for the displacement of successive 'vertical points' from the hyperbola ru = -1, which show that, initially, the solution cu to the hyperbola with each successive loop. Integration of these relations shows th at the solution curve contracts toward the hyperbola at least until a height of order |m0| », after which it remains confined within a strip whose width has order |m0|_1, until a height of order |w0|(2a+1)/9, for any a > Thus, the solution curve converges asymptotically to the hyperbola, uniformly in |w| > |«0|(2a+1)/9.
For all sufficiently large \u\, we show the solution curve is confined to a strip about = -1, whose width has order \u\~%, uniformly in u0 as |m0| -> oo.
It will be convenient to use here a somewhat different notation than was employed in § III, which seems better adapted to the description of genericc loops'. We use also the symbols A, , to denote quantities independent of the other terms within a relation, but whose values may how ever change within a context. Thus, from y < A{ 1 + # 2)i we ma The symbol ~ is used to indicate a relation in which terms of (relatively) small magnitude are neglected. The notation A^> B means A -B is (sufficiently) larg but independent of u0 for |«0| sufficiently large. We start with general estimates on Delaunay arcs v(r), which are solutions of (rsin^-)r = 2 > 0 , vertical at {ra, va) , ( rb)vb ), ra < rb (see figure 12 ). We note (40) and an inflexion appears at We distinguish two cases:
Case (a) ijr 4, Solving for r(^), we find
where the upper (lower) sign is to be chosen, according as r > (< ) r t.
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Setting cos ft = ks in 99,and using ur{r) = tan we integrate (43) is the incomplete elliptic integral of the second kind.
Ifv a < v < vi} then v -va = [ -k sin (p + E(q>,k)]/2H.
At the inflexion (ri} vt),
The discussion is unchanged, except in this case - §7t ^ 9? ^ 0. We find now
We have, in this case, % = \k,JrE {k y\/(2 +vb.
We shall need to evaluate integrals of Delaunay arcs, of the form ab f pv(p) dp 
= -i + S (k )/2 iH \ (54) with iS(A;) = %E(k) -{1-k3) (E ftk )& K (55)
where iC(A;) = (1 -A ;2 sin2 9?) -* d<??
is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, of modulus k.
-j-We note for reference the alternative representation vb -va = ra K(/c) + rb E(k), where K and E are complete elliptic integrals of first and second kind, and
where F is the incomplete integral of the first kind, and r(l -£2 sin2 < p) * = ra, 1 -£2 sin2 0) 4 = r. In this form of the representation there is no need to distinguish the inflexion; however, the formulae become technically more complicated in other respects. We indicate in a particular configuration how the above expressions can be used to estimate the solution u ( r) of (5). We consider an arc u ( r) that is verti ( figure 13) . We compare this arc with a Delaunay arc v(r), with curvature = -\u M and vertical at (ra,va) = (ra, ua) . The second vertical then appears at (rbivb), determined by and by with -1/^« -i(p0 + r6),
The general comparison principle H i applies in the interval < ^ rb, and yields ur(r) < vr(r), u(r) < v{r) in this interval. A consequence is that h < u* = u(rb) < vb.
We extend v(r) to the interval (ra, rp) by defining v(r)
which we rewrite in the form
(62) with 6o = Up -
vb.
We can obtain a similar estimate in the reverse direction by introducing a Delaunay surface 0(r), vertical at {raiua) and at (fb) D b)> and with mean curvature H = -\up. The comparison principle now yields
rb < rfi.< t ( r) < u ( r ) , r a^r^ 4(rb) <
(see figure 13) . Integrating (5) we obtain frp frp ffb rp~rx = -I pu{p) dp < -
by (56, 63) . We rewrite (64) in the form ( irl^6 + r^) < ( i ra Ua + O In order to extract useful information from (62, 65), we need conditions under which a second vertical will appear, and an estimate for efi and the consequent estimates on j£, k; we proceed to obtain them.
We consider, for the case ijr ^ | tc , the generic configuration indicated in figure 13 . Setting, as before, u* = u{rbj) i/r* = ^( r 6), we find from (5) fn rbsin \Jr* -ra = -pu(p) dp > -\v b{r$ r j ) .
For the upper Delaunay surface v{r) we have from (40, 41, 57) rb ra, = k ~ ra) • (67)
Combining these relations, we obtain rb( l -s i n^* ) < (r6 + r j f o -r j (68) so that, by (43), (44) and (57), 1 -s in f * < 4 (69) from which cos i/r* <
We now observe (sin \Jf)r = -(cos ijr)u and write (5) For all r > rb for which the solution can be continued in the form u = we conclude -u -l/r b --u + u j { l (72) Integrating in u between the values u* and u, observing cos if > 0 and using (70), we find « fc5,+ ( « * -I ? l ) * -?3^SL*(TTi)* > °-< 73>
where we have set 5 u = u -u*, on the arc considered. We have also u* < vb = uct by (58) and (60), and thus (74) on any continuation of the solution appear, in every situation for which arc to values u ^a*. We conclude that a second vertical must (75) ku\ > 1.
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Under this condition we obtain from (74) the simple expression for 8*w = max =110 -11*,
which limits the height change between the successive verticals. Here > 0 is arbitrarily small, for large ku2. We note the condition (76) ensures that the second vertical lies to the right of the hyper bola ru = -1, that is, rpUp < -1. We show that under this condition, the hyperbo once between (ra, M a) and ( r p ., Up) . To see this, we first observe that the comparison func exactly one inflexion, which must appear in the initial interval determined by > -1. Also the vertical distance from (r6, vb ) to the hyperbola
which is positive if ku2 > 1. Thus, rbvb < -1, and it follows that v(r) meets the hyperbol once. Since by I l i , ur( r ) < vr(r), u(r)meets the hype We now observe
by (76). The condition
which is positive for large B. Thus, u(r) cannot cross the hyperbola in t completes the proof.
The result (76) permits us to estimate the error terms in (62) and (65). We find, using (58), (60) and (76),
for large ku2. Similarly, by (57), (58), (60) and (76),
uniformly in k. It follows that 0 < r) -r § < A\ua\~*, again uniformly in k.
We have k = 1 + r a wa, h = 1 + ra wA, so that, by (59) and (76),
for large ku2. A formal calculation, using the asymptotic estimates for E and K for « 1 Jahnke & Emde (1945) , ch V), now yields
uniformly in k. The singularity of K near k = 1 is here cancelled by the factor We note next -(vb -1)(rb)) < ep < 6*u + u* -< 5 < A u^j^jk.
We estimate the left side of (84) by using the explicit representation (45) for the surface fi(r). This representation will apply, as < fl(rb) for 1. In the present case we find
From the definition of v, 1) we find
and from 1 -sin2$ = k2sin2< p there follows, by using (59), (67) and (79),
We place this result in (85) and use (79) to obtain
uniformly in k.
We are now in position to put (62, 65) into more effective forms. We write first, from (62),
which implies, by (76) and (90), that
The same calculation yields A a 2j 4k. 
(1 + / f (1 -* * s i n » i dy shows that q{k) decreases monotonically from <7 (0) We now write -ra > -= -2k/u a, 0 to <7(1) = -and, as in (96)
( 101)
We put these estimates into (99) to obtain (i+e)((r»+i)+(r^+3 )<
where |e| is small and \ A \i s bounded, depending only on kul > 1. Repeating the entire procedure starting with (65), we are led to the reverse inequality, with k replaced by k on the right. Applying (82) we obtain (104) with the inequality reversed, and thus
We place this estimate back into (99) (and the corresponding expression with k) to find, using (102) and (103),
the e being the one that appears in (104). We are led to the basic relation for an outgoing arc
with bounded \A\, depending only on kul ^ 1-The case of a returning arc (^ ^ Jic) does not yield immediately to the same discussion, and it is o distinguish the case k« 1. We note (figure 14) that the comparison Delaunay surface v(r) of curvature H --\u,p now lies below u { r ), and prov for rp -ra. To obtain a lower bound, we observe that since 1 ^ ^ | t u and ) < 0, there is (for large |«,j|) a unique positive solution f of 
The solution curve u{r) satisfies ur( r ) > D r(r), rp through decreasing r at least to the value fa. Letting v(r) denote now the Delaunay surface through {rp, Up) with mean curvature H = -\ u p , we find ) < vr{r), ) cannot be continued to the minimum value ra of definition of v[r).
The relations analogous to (62, 65) become 2rfiufi + rfi < l ra ya + ra+
a Figure 14 . Comparison with Delaunay arcs; returning case.
As before, we may rewrite these relations:
The further estimates must proceed differently, at least in the range » 1. From the defining relation (108) for f and the analogous one for r = -Up, follow r, f < for large \upY From 
From (71), which holds also on a returning arc, we find, for all r ^ fa, (cos ft)u > u + (sin (118) and hence, at the given point,
We note E[k) < for any given k0, 0 < T < 1 2 0 > For all sufficiently large \up\ , the right side of (119) will then be positive for all u ^ k0 < k < l.T h u s, cos ft is increasing (from a negative value) at r = and we conclu and hence also (119), continue to hold for all r < r to which (119), we find that a vertical must appear within a height change
uniformly in k0 < k < 1.
(r^ufi) Figure 15 . Estimate for ua when « 1.
For given
k < 1 and large |m| we may improve this result by estimating cos ft* explicitly. W r r0 r/}~rasin ft* = -I pud -\ u p J ra (122)
so that 1 -s in^* < ^-k ,
and hence (126) We note (126) is similar to (70), however the term (1 + of (70) is replaced here by (1 -That is the reason the range k« 1 requires special consideration on a returning arc. Repeating now the reasoning that led to (121), with (117) replaced by (126), leads to 8*m < A/^Jkup (127) for all k^ k0 < 1. This estimate holds for all sufficiently large Ittyf. A returning arc has in all cases exactly one inflexion between the vertical points (III iii). It is obvious a returning arc meets the hyperbola ru = -1 in exactly one poin We proceed to obtain further estimates for k« 1, analogous to (79)- (9 We have and thus
by (115). We note that the factor (1 -A :) of (82) 
with bounded \A\, uniformly in k for large |ufi\. A repetition of previous procedures, with (128)- (133) in place of (79)- (90) (r *+i)+(v+i)
with \A\and |R| bounded uniformly in k for large \ufi\. A formal, if tedious, calculation, based on asymptotic estimates for E and K for k & 1, yields
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We place this estimate and (129) into (134) to obtain the basic estimate, for a returning arc with
If, for some fixed £0, there holds 0 < k^ in place of (121) The solution arc meets the hyperbola r u -----1 in exactly one point. The change in horizontal distance to the hyperbola at the two vertical points is controlled by (107).
(cf. (109) 
V II. A s y m p t o t ic e s t im a t e s
The results of § VI show that for large \u\, the solution curve contracts toward the hyperbola ru --1 between any two successive verticals. The estimates (107), (136) and (137) contain quantitative information, which we now proceed to integrate to obtain new global information on the behaviour of the solution, when |k0| is large. We set r0 = 0, denote the successive vertical points by {rp uf), and write
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Using (144), we find that (107) and (136) now take the form, for 1, 
For all kj > kP\ there holds -.4(1 - for some P in the range indicated by (152). We consider also the relation, which follows from (141)- (143),
and which integrates to u % 2 < < From (153) and (154) we calculate pu%
and setting u% -(1 -7/) A ,
Given # 0), k(1) < k(0) < 1, there will be, for all sufficiently large |m0|, a unique smallest N = iV(1> for which JfcW <
. p+v .
the value of the expression in (158) tends to kPV with increasing |m0| , We reformulate our result slightly, and summarize the information thus far obtained. We note that any set of points kj = const lies on the hyperbola 1 const, and that the sing tion U { r) is asymptotic to the hyperbola ru = -1, as sufficiently large. To proceed further, we return to the relations (107), (136) and ( 
We consider an interval in which the last two terms on the right in (122) will be small in rela tion to the first term. Since
for suitable A. Integration of (159) and of (154) yields, as above,
so that (161) now reads |% | > 4 |m0|L
We can in fact achieve the situation k ~ ^41 m| -I-,
for suitably large A (independent of u0 ), asymptotically for large |w0|, steps. In this configuration, the solution curve has ' ' towards the hyperbola 1; com pute in fact from (153, 155) , . . ,
At the level %<2> the relation (159) no longer ensures a contraction at each step. The conditions for appearance of successive vertical points are, however, still satisfied, and (159) still suffices to bound the change dcj at each step.
Let a satisfy < a, < 3. In any range A\u\~% ^ k ^ l?|tf|(2a~8W 2'*+1), we find 1 / f k u * < , and we consider the inequality |8^| < Acx.
We integrate and simplify, noting that for large |m0|, to obtain
C N(t)
A < cn/ cq < B,
thus the solution remains in a strip of sensibly constant width about = -1, until a height |%<3>| ~ \u0\*«+w.
We conclude in particular the existence of a constant A such that an interval |M o|(2«+1)/9 < |"| < 2\u0\V"+Ui9 uniformly in uQ as |m0| -> oo, for any A sufficiently large to justify (164). This is clearly the case in the interval (170). If the curve u(r) were to extend outside the strip (171) for value of u exceeding -|M 0|(2a+1)/9, there must be a first point p on the boundary of the strip. By comparison with Delaunay surfaces through the point p, one then sees (note either the condition ( ponding condition with u »i s satisfied at p) that a vertical would appear on or outside the st k = A\u\~%. Let qx be the first such point. The estimate (159), applied now in the direction of increasing |w|, shows that a preceding vertical can be found at a point with horizontal distance to ru = -1 exceeding that from qv The strip k = ■ A\u\~% is however narrower at qQ than at qv This contradiction establishes the assertion.
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1---- We summarize:
T heorem 10. Given £(0) > k{l\ |m0| large, there is an 7 }(km) {determined by (157) an k < kw for \uN\ < |%m| = (1 -tj)^\uq\. The curve can be continued through successive verticals to a height I Ujyn) | ~ A| u0 |», for suitably large A , at which level it has contracted (165). For any a, %3 -< a < 3, the curve can be continued further through successive verticals until a height l%<3)l ~ |w0|(2a+1)/9, and is confined to a strip of sensibly constant width, as indicated by (169 The global asymptotic behaviour is sketched in figure 16 .
VIII. A COMPACTNESS PROPERTY
Let us consider the family of solution curves, represented in the form r = f(u ;u 0), with u0 as parameter, |m0| -> oo. The result (172) shows that for large |m| the curve is confined to a narrow strip about ru --1, and the method of proof of (172) yields as corollary the existence of a co stant A such that on any fixed interval a< |0//8«| < < oo, for all sufficiently large |m0|.
It follows there is a subsequence of values m0-» -oo such that the corresponding functions / ( k;«0) converge, uniformly on compact intervals, for all \u\ sufficiently large that (172) applies. The limit curve r = { u ) , when described with arc length as param eter, yields a soluti the param etric system (3). There holds
Each of the curves
f ( u ;u 0) can be extended globally without self-intersection as indicated i theorem 6. Applying the general continuous dependence theorem, we find that the limit curve <€ has the same property (a reasoning similar to the proof of theorem 6 excludes self-intersection). The curve <€ has the asymptotic property u^{ u ) --1 for large \u indicated in figure 1 for large r. It seems likely the curve <€ is the singular solution U{r), and we conjecture that is the case. I X .
IX. I solated c h a r a c t er of global solutions
There is strong numerical evidence to suggest that global solutions of (3) lying in the region between the envelope of the solutions r = /( « ; u0 ) and the intersections, are rare in the manifold of all solutions. We know of no such solutions, apart from those described in this paper and the singular solution U{r). In figure 17 are shown samples of the result of numerical integration of (3) through the initial point p determined by the first intersection of/(w; -8) with U(r) and for varying initial angles a, measured counterclockwise from the arc of the curve /(« ; -8) emanating from p in the direction of increasing u. The various curves are thus distinguished by their directions at the point p, measured relative to that of the curve f(u ; -8) at that point.
We note the curves f ( u ; u 0) can apparently be extended below the level u = w0, if the isolate (singular) point of contact with the u axis is admitted. The point appears to mark a transition in qualitative behaviour; above it, the curve behaves like a Delaunay arc generated by an ellipse ( § III). Below that point, the curve has the general appearance of a Delaunay arc generated by a hyperbola, with the characteristic double points of those arcs.
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An analogous transition occurs on neighbouring solutions without occurrence of singular points on the axis. In any event, if such singular points are admitted, the corresponding (extended) curves f ( u : u 0) are embedded naturally in a solution set, all of which develop double points for sufficiently negative u, with (we conjecture) the single exception of the solution U(r).
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Appendix
We prove here the local existence theorem discussed in the Introduction.
T heorem. For any prescribed u0 < 0, there is a unique solution u(r; u0) (2) an interval 0 < r < 8(u0 ), such thatUmu(r;u0) = u0. 
and we define a closed convex set c: ^ by the relations
\y\ < 3Mo2sin3^, (181) and (184)- (186) carries ^o n t o a set of equicontinuous bounded functions, hence by (182) and (183) the image set (f, fj) are also equicontinuous and bounded. We conclude from Schauder's fixed point thorem (cf. Gilbarg & Trudinger 1977, p. 222 ) that there exists a solution of (175) and (176) 
and hence ru + sin jr = -si w -A -(ru + sin and it follows that the right side of (188) tends to zero with Thus, = 0, as was to be shown. We may now complete the proof. From (174a), (189) and (191) we find that dr/djr # 0 in Js -{0} if di s sufficiently small. Thus, we may write, using (174 a) and the lemma, that is, (2) holds in the interval 0 < r < r ( 8 ) , which was to be shown.
